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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

As of 4:45 AM CDT 

Corn: 2 to 4 higher 

Wheat: 5 to 7 higher  

Soybeans: 6 to 8 higher 

Soy Meal 1.5 to 2.0 higher 

Soy Oil: 45 to 50 higher 

 

Weather:    

There is a trough in the Eastern Pacific, a disturbance over the Northern Plains, a ridge centered over the 
Rockies, and a trough in eastern Canada. The trough out continues to move eastward and out of the region. The 
disturbance will move across the International border Friday and Saturday. The western trough will move into the 
West this weekend, then into the Central U.S. early next week. A ridge will build back into the West behind the 
trough. The trough may move northeast of the region by late in the week but will be reinforced over the Central 
and Eastern U.S. late next week and weekend. The U.S. and European models are similar with the upper level 
pattern for most of the period but are starting to differ greatly at the end of the period and how they treat the 
systems next week. A blended approach was used, but both models are very inconsistent with the timing, speed, 
and depth of the systems moving through the country next week and weekend so the forecast may change a bit. 
For the outlook period, temperatures on Wednesday will be near to above normal across the country. 
Temperatures should fall across the middle of the country as another pulse moves through late next week and 
weekend. A system may bring showers across the middle of the country late in the week and next weekend, but 
models are very inconsistent with this system. -DTN 

TROPICS: Hurricane Delta was located near 26.9 north latitude and 93.7 west longitude, or 200 miles south of 
Cameron, LA at 4am CDT Friday with maximum sustained winds at 120 mph, making it a dangerous Category 3 
hurricane. The system is expected to weaken slowly as it moves through slightly cooler waters in the northern 
Gulf Friday, making landfall near or just east of Cameron, Louisiana on Friday evening. Cameron was the 
landing site for Hurricane Laura earlier on August 31, 2020. The system will spread heavy rainfall over the Delta 
and Southeast through the weekend. The system could spread tropical moisture into the eastern Midwest over 
the weekend as well. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (CORN): Dryness and above normal temperatures will benefit harvest and fieldwork 
through Saturday but with increasing winds. A system Sunday will likely bring strong wind gusts and some 
shower activity, which could cause damage to stands and delay harvest activities as the winds last into much of 
next week. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (CORN/WINTER WHEAT): Dryness and above normal temperatures will 
benefit harvest and planting activities through Saturday but will continue to deplete moisture for winter wheat. A 
system late Sunday into Monday will likely bring strong wind gusts and may produce moderate showers across 
the northeast, which could cause damage to stands and delay harvest and planting activities. The rainfall would 
be highly beneficial to winter wheat should it occur, however. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Hurricane Delta may spread tropical moisture to the eastern Midwest 
Sunday and Monday, but this is not certain. A system will bring periods of moderate showers and breezy winds 
late Sunday into early Tuesday, which could cause damage to stands and delay harvest activities. -DTN 

  

The Stories of the Day: 

C’mon 2020 even for you this is just not right 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/louisiana-coastline-
prepares-to-be-battered-again-with-arrival-of-hurricane-delta/ar-
BB19Q17o?li=BBnb7Kz  
Speaking of 2020 for some this comes late but for those folks and 
others who are having Covid wedding ceremonies like no other… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSXTNrqqPo8  
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/louisiana-coastline-prepares-to-be-battered-again-with-arrival-of-hurricane-delta/ar-BB19Q17o?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/louisiana-coastline-prepares-to-be-battered-again-with-arrival-of-hurricane-delta/ar-BB19Q17o?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/louisiana-coastline-prepares-to-be-battered-again-with-arrival-of-hurricane-delta/ar-BB19Q17o?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSXTNrqqPo8
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DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): Hurricane Delta is expected to make landfall in Louisiana Friday and should 
spread moderate to heavy rainfall across the region through Saturday and possibly into Sunday, especially 
across the south. The storm could cause flooding damage and will likely delay harvest activities. Drier weather 
will follow for several days next week, helping to drain soils. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON): Hurricane Delta is expected to make landfall in Louisiana Friday and should spread 
moderate rainfall across the area through the weekend. This may cause harvest and fieldwork delays but drier 
weather should follow to help dry soils through much of next week. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON/WHEAT): Scattered showers along a stalled frontal boundary across the south will 
move north into central areas this weekend and stall, causing periods of showers to develop over Mato Grosso 
and the surrounding areas through most of next week. This would be the start of the wet season and allow for 
corn and soybean planting to begin. Conditions remain favorable for developing corn and filling wheat across the 
south. -QT 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Recent showers have boosted soil moisture for developing wheat and spring 
planting, but more is needed. Some showers will develop near Buenos Aires over the weekend, but the overall 
pattern looks rather dry for the next week. This could stress developing wheat further and cause spring planting 
delays. -DTN 

EUROPE (CORN/WINTER WHEAT): Recent showers have boosted soil moisture for most winter grains areas, 
especially across the drier sections in France and the UK. The continent will be in the storm track for the next 
week, with periods of showers for most areas as systems get cut off from the upper level flow. Spain will be 
mostly left out, however, which could use more shower activity as winter planting starts up. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (CORN/SUNFLOWERS/WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers continue to fall across 
western Ukraine, boosting soil moisture for winter crops, but little shower activity is expected in Russia for the 
next week, causing further delays to winter wheat planting. -DTN 

NORTHERN AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Periods of showers are starting to fall ahead of the winter wheat 
planting season, which will start up in the next few weeks. The region is looking for more rainfall to refill deficits 
caused from last winter's growing season. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT/LIVESTOCK): A stronger storm system this weekend into next week 
will cause delays to the remaining harvest and fieldwork but replenish moisture for rangelands. The harvest has 
largely wrapped up outside of Alberta. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT/CANOLA): Recent showers in the southeast mostly missed Queensland, where 
deficits are mounting, and soil moisture is being depleted while wheat and canola are moving into and through 
reproduction. Planting progress will continue but moisture would be beneficial for any non-irrigated crops. Some 
shower activity may increase this weekend into next week across Queensland. -DTN 

CHINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED): Soils have been allowed to drain in the northeast 
as the harvest of corn and soybeans increases. Recent showers in the Yangtze River Valley may have caused 
some delays to ripening and harvesting of rice. The showers missed the North China Plain, where conditions 
have been more favorable for winter wheat and rapeseed planting recently, though this portion of the country 
could use more moisture as the wheat begins to germinate. -DTN 

INDIA (SUGARCANE/RICE/COTTON/SOYBEANS/WINTER WHEAT): Monsoon moisture continues to withdraw 
from the country and showers are becoming more confined to eastern rice areas as normal, benefiting all crops 
for their respective growth stages. Winter wheat areas in the northwest and Pakistan have favorable soil 
moisture, planting conditions, and irrigation reserves. Some heavier showers due to a tropical system will be 
possible across the middle of the country Sunday into next week, which may cause damage to mature crops.-
DTN 
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Headlines:   

• Malaysian December Palm Oil up 49 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange closed higher Jan corn up 74 to the Yuan, Jan beans up 109, Jan Meal up 
175, Jan bean oil up 234  

• Asian Equity markets were mixed to higher Nikkei down .1%, China’s Shanghai up 1.7% 

• European Equity markets start mixed German Dax up .1%, London FTSE 100 up .3% 

• MATIF markets are higher Jan Corn up .75 to the Euro, Feb Rapeseed up 1.25, Dec Wheat up .50         

• Save the Date…Oct 9th…USDA Crop Production and S&D reports… Average trade guess for corn yield 
177.7 production 14.810 billion bushels…beans 51.5 production 4.28 billion bushels …average trade 
guess for domestic corn/world/Sept corn carry outs, 2.11 billion bushels/300.1 million metric tons, beans 
370 MBU/91.36 MMT…wheat 888 MBU/317.2 MMT… Sept USDA in Sept corn 2.503 BBU/306.8 MMT, 
beans 460 MBU/93.59 MMT, wheat 925 MBU/319.37 MT  

• Save the Date…Oct 12th…Canadian Thanksgiving  

• Save the Date…Oct 15th…NOPA Crush  

• Save the Date…Oct 29th…3Q GDP 

• Save the Date…Nov 3rd…US Election Day 

• Irish PM hopeful of a limited Brexit deal https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-ireland-
idUSKBN26U0TE  

• Hot border war continues Russian set to host peace talks https://www.ibtimes.com/moscow-hosts-
armenia-azerbaijan-truce-talks-fighting-rages-3059455  

• ASF not going away in S. Korea http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/nation/2020/10/119_297301.html  

• Monthly US Climate Prediction Center La Nina advisory said there is 85% chance the conditions 
are likely to last through the northern hemisphere winter, and 60% chance they will run into 
spring of 2021 -QT 

• U.S. stock futures edged higher Friday, suggesting the S&P 500 is on track for its biggest weekly 
advance since late August after investors welcomed negotiations for a fresh round of economic 
stimulus. -DJ 

• Weekly CFTC MM Fund Position Report is expected to find that as of the close of 10/6 MM Funds were 
long 51,424 wheat contracts, long 189,820 corn, long a record amount of beans at 276,543, long 96,499 
meal and long 98,098 bean oil contracts  

Commentary:   

USDA S&Ds for us are like moving day. The grain markets have been on an impressive late summer early fall 
demand lead bull move. Today we find out if this move still have legs to the upside or the sheer weight of US 
stocks and a fall harvest choke this move off. As long term bulls who feel that the world is changing from just in 
“time inventory” management to “just enough” inventory management and the definition is not set yet on what 
just enough might be the long term health of the bull market no matter what happens today is still intact. But we 
all know that old economic saying holds true, “in the long run we are all dead anyway.” The question how will the 
numbers impact the technical aspects of the market and in turn force MM funds in or out of current positions. 
Technically speaking a close in WZ back under the 580 level and the bear will be heading into the weekend very 
happy. A close in CZ under 373 and it will be much the same story for the corn bear, that said a close over 402 
and the bear is up all weekend looking at the latest weather forecasts coming out of Brazil. A close in SX over 

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-ireland-idUSKBN26U0TE
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-ireland-idUSKBN26U0TE
https://www.ibtimes.com/moscow-hosts-armenia-azerbaijan-truce-talks-fighting-rages-3059455
https://www.ibtimes.com/moscow-hosts-armenia-azerbaijan-truce-talks-fighting-rages-3059455
http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/nation/2020/10/119_297301.html
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1065 and the bean bull is dreaming all weekend of 1140 if not 1160 bean values, but a close under 1035 and the 
bean bear once again is thinking that with the last 30% of the bean harvest and the farmer with no place to put it 
could be hello 990 beans. As always on a Friday moving day, or better know as USDA S&D reports the full move 
post the numbers might not be felt until Sunday night/Monday morning.   

C’mon 2020 another yellow X out in the Atlantic give us a break  

 

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 

loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

 

 

 


